
step by step beads

WHAT YOU NEED

• Lampworking torch and 
ventilation setup

• 1/16" mandrel prepared with 
bead release

• 5–7mm rod of Moretti transparent 
medium amber glass

• 5–7mm rod of Moretti transparent
light amber glass

• 4–5mm rod of Lauscha clear glass

• 1 rod R108 (Reichenbach striking 
orange) glass 

• 2 strips of fine silver foil (cut to 
1" x 5/8" each)

• Clay or modeling material

• Metal poker/raking tool

• Graphite marver

• CattWalk Marquis tool and base

• Small bowl of water

• Bead annealer or kiln

Amber
Marquis
Bead
Sculptural elements in glass.
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side to side inside the tool cavity. Place the clay on your work
surface or torch marver for reference while you are working.
This is the shape and size you will want the glass to be on the
mandrel before you press it into the marquis shape.

5 Carefully introduce the transparent medium amber glass
rod into the flame. When the tip starts to become molten, wind
an initial footprint of glass onto the mandrel. The initial foot-
print should go the length of the large marquis cavity in the tool.
Bring the footprint down to the cavity to measure. It’s better to
start out with too short of a footprint than too long; you can
always add more, but you cannot take away once it has adhered
to the bead release.

6 Heat up the footprint enough so that the silver foil will
adhere to it. Don’t heat it to red hot molten or it will disin-
tegrate the silver foil when it touches it—be careful not to
get it that hot. Touch the footprint to the edge of the foil and
roll away from you until the foil is fully wound onto the tube
of glass.

A Cut the fine silver foil into two strips measuring 5/8" by 1 1/2"
and place them on your marver.

2 Make sure that the Marquis tool is secured in the base,
against the brass pin and back wall, with the X marks that are
stamped into it facing left. Keep the top nearby and ready to press.

3 When working with press tools with defined shapes, you
need to know the amount of glass to wind onto the mandrel
before you press. Before you begin, create a visual reference to
use while working. To do this, press a piece of modeling clay
into the cavity and add or remove clay until you get the exact
shape that fits into the cavity.

4 You will need an elongated football shape before you press
your glass. Remove the clay that filled the cavity in Step 3 and
roll it into the shape shown here, making sure it extends from
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to the very edge of the silver tube without letting the silver
touch the flame. Keep the rod in the flame so it continues to
melt and the silver tube under the flame as you wind on the
layer of encasing. If you have a method of encasing that you like
better, by all means, use it! Just remember not to let the silver
enter the flame.

J Melt the encased layer smooth. Don’t get the glass too
molten though, or the silver will disappear even though it’s
under the encasing now. The key is to melt slowly. It’s okay if
the ends of the tube start to pull in—you will remedy this when
you shape it into the final shape in a later step.

K Hold the glass near the reference clay to see how close you
are to the final amount. If you try to eyeball the amount without
bringing the glass next to the clay, the perspective can make
your eyes play tricks on you and you will not estimate right. So,
be sure to hold your glass next to the clay. 

If you have the right amount of glass, go to Step 12. If you need
more, start by winding a band of glass in the middle. This is
actually the ideal way since it is easier to start forming the elon-
gated football shape with this band in the middle. If you need
more than this one band, wind two smaller bands to the right
and left of the middle one, equally in proportion. Be careful
because you can quickly accumulate more glass than you need,
according to your reference clay. If this happens, you can spot
heat and pluck off small amounts of glass with tweezers. Be
careful not to pull the silver to the surface. 

L Use the marver to shape the glass into a smooth bicone or
elongated football shape, as the clay template indicates. This
will be the final shape before you press with the tool.

7 Burnish the silver onto the glass by rubbing it against the
marver. Be careful not to let the glass cool too much or it will crack.

8 Do the same with the other half of the tube, but this time
you must be careful to only heat the glass that is not covered
with the silver.

If the flame touches the silver you applied in Step 6, it will disinte-
grate. If the silver doesn’t reach all the way to the ends, that’s okay.

9 Now the tricky part. Encase the silver foil tube with the rod
of light amber. This is tricky because you cannot let any part of
the silver touch the flame as you encase. Using the residual
heat of the flame, keep the bead warm so it doesn’t crack while
you heat up the tip of your rod. When the tip is molten, touch it
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left) just the flat surfaces on each side. If you feel you need to
repress for more definition, do that now. When you begin the
steps for embellishing the edges, you won’t be able to go back
and reshape the base.

Note: The glass has now been pressed to about a 6.5mm thick-
ness, so it will tend to cool faster when it’s out of the flame.
Make sure as you proceed with the edge embellishment that
you waft the bead back through the flame frequently to keep it
warm and avoid cracking.

P Use the R108 stringer to make 6 dots along the edges of
each side of your bead. Each dot is about 3.5mm. 

Note: The R108 is a different coefficient of expansion (COE)
than the rest of your glass, so it will cool quicker. Therefore, you
don’t want dots that are too large, just enough that it will have
color underneath the clear layer you will add later. 

Q With a small marver or other flat tool, spot heat each R108
dot individually and press into flat pads.

R When all of your R108 dots are flat, add a dot of clear on
top of them. Don’t forget to keep flashing the entire bead
through the flame to keep it warm and prevent cracking.

M Once you have the prepress shape, heat the glass gently but
thoroughly. Be careful not to superheat it or you could lose the
silver on the inside and also lose the bicone shape. Heat the
bead just enough so the glass will spread into the cavity when
you press. With this design, you can always reheat and press
again. When the glass is in a soft, molten stage, center it over the
cavity. Make sure the mandrel lines up with the grooves in the
tool and the glass goes from end to end of the cavity shape.

Tip: You might want to try some trial presses using a mandrel
without glass, just to get the feel for the tool, if you haven’t used
press tools before. Or, practice on beads without designs first.

N Steady the tool against the back fence and side brass pin of
the base and press straight down. The centering and pressing
need to take place fairly quickly so the glass doesn’t get a chance
to cool. Again, you can reheat throughout and press again. 

The glass should have spread to fill the cavity. If you didn’t have
enough glass, you can add small amounts where needed, heat
and repress. 

O As soon as you complete the pressing, take the mandrel
and glass out of the tool because the cool metal sinks heat from
the glass. Introduce the bead back into the flame and gently
fire-polish (heat away any chill marks that the rapid cooling
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S Repeat the process as in Step 17, using a marver or other
tool to flatten the clear on top of the R108 dots, leaving little
raised pads.

T Spot heat each dot one at a time, then grab the edge of
the pad with the raking/needle tool and gently pull the glass
toward the center flat face of the bead. This shape of bead is
“faceted” so there is a beveled rim around it. Rake the glass to
the point where the flat surface facet starts. If you use this as
a guide, it will ensure that the edge decoration is even.

Continue this process for every pad on both sides of the bead
until the bead is “hugged.” 

Use the R108 rod to add 2mm dots on top of the raked dots
that hug the bead.

Flatten these dots in the same way as in Steps 17 and 19.

Add clear dots on top of the R108 dots. Spot heat each
dot and press flat as in previous steps.

You have been working the glass a lot, and it has been in and
out of the flame. In addition, the R108 glass has a different cool-
ing rate than the rest of the glass. In order to prevent cracking
while annealing, pass the bead through the flame for a few sec-
onds until it picks up enough heat to be heated evenly all of the
way through. Make sure that all of the embellishments around
the edges are melted securely to the surface, then place the
bead into the annealing kiln that has been heated to tempera-
ture. Run the annealing cycle for 104 COE glass.

RESOURCES: Moretti glass: Frantz Art Glass, frantzartglass. Lauscha

glass: Glass Daddy, glassdaddy.com. Reichenbach glass (R108): Olympic

Color Rods, glasscolor.com. Silver foil (with purchase of tool), brass press

tool and base: CattWalk Tools, cattwalk.com.

LORI GREENBERG has been a bead artist since

1995 and transitioned fully into glass lampworked

beads in 2002. Currently, she works from her studio

in Cave Creek, Arizona. You can see more of Lori’s

work on her website, www.lorigreenberg.com, or

contact her by e-mail at Lori@lorigreenberg.com.

Lori also sells on eBay and JustBeads.com under

user id lorigreenberg.
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